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Mobile Forums & Chat: Advice at

your fingertips! (12th April)

 

TeenHelp is pleased to announce

two new ways of using the site!

 

Tapatalk lets you access the

Forums through a mobile app

that is far easier than using a

browser on your phones. 

 

Discord lets you chat to users in

our new TeenHelp chat room!

Read more about these by

clicking on the link below.

 

http://www.teenhelp.org/forums/

f2-announcements/t160025-

mobile-forums-chat-advice-your-

fingertips/

 

New article (11th April)

 

How to make bird’s nest

cupcakes

 

Do you like baking, or are you

looking for something creative to

do? This article discusses how to

make a cake or cupcakes to look

like a bird’s nest. Read on, and

consider trying it yourself.

 

http://www.teenhelp.org/forums/

f185-food-recipes/t160018-how-

make-bird%92s-nest-cupcakes/

Put Peeps in hot chocolate. Traditional marshmallows are

used in hot chocolate all the time, and Peeps aren't really

that much different. They'll add a layer of fluff to any flavor

of hot chocolate you might have.

Cover them in chocolate. There are chocolate covered

strawberries, bananas, pretzels and sometimes even potato

chips. Why not add Peeps to the mix? Some peeps are

already sold with a chocolate bottom, but it could be more

fun to cover your own. Use melting chocolate, or another

chocolate of your choice. Follow melting instructions, and

cover the Peeps any way you choose.

Use them to top a cake or cupcakes. Other toppings might

be harder, or more expensive to find and purchase. Use

Peeps to top a cake for Easter or any other occasion for a

festive treat.

Make a Peep kabob. Slide some Peeps (and other candy if

you choose) onto some skewers. Some Peeps are already

sold this way, but making it on your own can be a fun and

inexpensive way to keep your mind busy. You could give

them to friends or even use them as a table topper.

Peeps, a traditional marshmallow treat is no longer only an

Easter candy. It can also be purchased around other holidays,

such as Halloween and Christmas. Some people love them,

while others stand to disagree. Regardless, there's a lot to do

with them, some of which might persuade some into giving

them another try.

 

Things to do with Peeps - or other
marshmallows! by Cassie (cynefin)

CELEBRATING TEN YEARS
April 2020 marks the tenth year the Newsletter has been published ! To celebrate , we want to

feature different , important , or nostalgic threads from each year . Please send submissions for

threads from 2010-2020 to Haley (Halcyon) by 24th April .
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